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**President Joe Biden, speaking Wednesday at the White House, said his administration is "squarely behind" his decision to withdraw American forces from Afghanistan and acknowledged that the Afghan govern-
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**State officials fear summerrains
doing with their efforts
to get their children out of the country.**

**Inside**

**By Ahmed Seir, Tameem Akhgar, Kathy Gannon**

**TAMPA, Afghanistan —** The most important thing is not to interfere with evacuations. President Biden warned against interference with evacuations as Afghans fell to their deaths clinging to planes leaving the country.

Afghanistan residents trying to flee the Taliban’s hard-line rule swarmed over a plane Monday at the airport in Kabul. U.S. troops took positions to guard the runway, but the crowd stormed past them and the armored vehicles.

Afghans fall to their deaths clinging to planes leaving the country. President Biden warns against interference with evacuations.

**State warns rain may overload Pine Point**

Officials seek to speed up the process for closing the site to avoid another discharge of polluted water to be pumped into Tampa Bay. A leaking reservoir at Pine Point last spring led to evacuations and 250 million gallons of polluted water being pumped into Tampa Bay.

**By Zachary T. Sampson**

**LEES CAYES, Haiti —** R escue workers and family members continued to search collapsed houses for survivors appeared unlikely. The quake, centered about 80 miles west of the capital of Port-au-Prince, killed at least 1,419 people, unsurvided, with the death toll expected to rise, perhaps as a result of finding search-and-rescue workers and family members.

The quake, centered about 80 miles west of the capital of Port-au-Prince, killed at least 1,419 people, those waiting for money wired from abroad, a mainstay of Haiti’s economy, even before the quake.

**Search for survivors continues after quake**

With outside assistance slow to arrive, Haitians struggle for essentials, including medical supplies.

**By Hannah Kim and S. Emerson Dunton**

**A child waits to be seen at a coffee shop in Mexico City, July 8.**

**Haiti residents who have been displaced by the earthquake, see Page 11A.**

**State warns rain may overload Pine Point**

Soaring cases prompt Hillsborough officials to meet Wednesday to discuss protections against the virus.

**By Marlene Sokol**

**TAMPA, Florida —** With alarming numbers of COVID-19 cases reported in Hillsborough County public schools during the first week of classes, the district will hold a special meeting Wednesday to discuss additional protections against the virus.

**By Rhonda Cravens and Steve Heicke**

**District to revisit masking policies**

Gray SeeMASKS, 10A to meet Wednesday to discuss protections against the virus.
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**By Marlene Sokol**

**President Joe Biden, speaking Wednesday at the White House, said his decision to withdraw U.S. forces from Afghanistan.**

**By Zachary T. Sampson**

**State officials fear summertime rains and hurricanes season could push the polluted reservoirs at the old Pine Point facility to the brink of overflows.**
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